
Unica





Let nature into your home

Peace and relaxation, the core elements to pursue from modern 
life. Unica brings the roughness of minerals, the beauty of crystal 
transparency and freshness of the forest into your world.

Your Unica home helps you keep the right atmosphere at any 
moment. All day and all night. Any season of the year, your home 
knows what you need, what you like and how to get you in the 
right mood.

Unica, brings nature into your home.





Imagine the possibilities

Unica o�ers vast mix-and-match possibilities beyond just 
features and functions. The range is expressed in an array of 
exquisite materials, and attractive �nishes. From minimalist white 
plastic to nature’s own elements like stone and wood, you can 
choose a combination to complete every designed hotel and 
living room. 



Mario Ruiz

“With the Unica range we looked for a form of linear expression, 
this is in harmony with the purity of modern architecture.”



Mario Ruiz, a prominent Spanish industrial designer, is the driving force behind the 
impeccably designed Unica range. 

His impressive independent career started in 1995 and he has gone on to create 
pieces for more than 120 enviable companies and clients worldwide. He has 
exhibited throughout Europe and Japan and has given numerous lectures in Tokyo, 
Singapore, New York, Dubai, London and Chicago.

His distinctive style has been acknowledged with over 40 prestigious awards in 
Europe and the United States. Including Red Dot, Design Plus, Wallpaper Award and 
ADI-FAD Silver Delta Award, and National Design Prize 2016 presented by the King 
of Spain and Ministry of Economy. That’s why he’s been called one of the foremost 
industrial designers of our time.

The designer



SPAIN
Hotel Arts Barcelona
Hesperia Tower Hotel
Hotel Barcelona Princess
Finca Prats Hotel Golf & Spa

CZECH REPUBLIC
Hotel International Brno
Radisson Blu Alcron Hotel
Hotel Budweis
Wellness Hotel Beethoven

MOROCCO
Four Seasons Resort Marrakech     
Mövenpick Hotel Casablanca
Hotel Kenzi Farah

ALGERIA
Hotel Oasis

MEXICO
Moon Palace Golf and Spa Resort

CHILE
Uman Lodge Patagonia Chile

Hotel signature showcase:

Unica graces the walls of outstanding properties across the world. The range 
can be found in the world’s �nest signature hotels and in 40 countries around 
the globe. With an ever-expanding footprint, your property could be next.

Design in Spain

Unica around the worldUnica
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Natural slate (NS) Tobacco (TB) Ice aluminium (IA) Black mirror (BM)

Modern life makes us long for nature, with the original, true and pure building blocks of our existence.

The Unica Class brings the roughness of minerals, the beauty of crystal transparence, and many other 
sensations into your property and life. It’s like experiencing the comforting sight of ocean waves, dust 
from ochre colored soil, or the chilly hardness of jagged rock.

Unica ClassUnica





Slate

Natural, rugged elegance.
Minerals are eternal and hold the beauty of ages – the qualities 
that bring a very special ambience to a room. Stone enhances 
simplicity and becomes a mark of distinction with individual 
patterns and shapes. 

UNICA CLASS NATURAL SLATEUNICA





A distinct re�nement.
Wood is natural, durable, and exquisite. It o�ers a choice 
of nuances and harmonious design that creates a warm 
and personal haven. 

Wood
UNICA CLASS TOBACCOUNICA





Metal

A clean, cool �nish.
Introducing a metal �nish to enhance the clean, cool, and 
modern aspect of your interior ideas. The Unica Class metal 
range embodies solid, clean, and classic elegance.

UNICA CLASS ICE ALUMINIUMUNICA





Glass

Contemporary class and elegance.
Highlight a modern atmosphere with the clean, simple styling of 
Unica Class in the black mirror glass. This makes a statement 
and adds an element of drama.

UNICA CLASS BLACK MIRRORUNICA





Matt nickel (MN)Rhodium black (RB) Matt chrome (MC)White (WE) Bright chrome (BC)

Create a unique atmosphere that speaks to your personality and design aesthetic with Unica Top. 
It’s a re�ection of your personal style that makes a solid statement and draws attention. Unica Top 
is made to last, and to make a lasting impression. 

Unica TopUnica



2 gang 2 way switch Double pole switch Rotary dimmer Switched socket

Fused connection unit RJ45 data socket TV/FM individual socket
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Key card switch Control unit 
for outdoor panel

HDMI outlet

Shaver unit

Indicator panel and 
bell switch

Roller blind switch
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Functionality
Unica o�ers a range of controls and functions to bring home owners comfort and reliability.

13A 1 gang switched 
socket with 2 gang 
USB charger socket
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